








































TEST OF CP VIOLATION IN NON-LEPTONIC HYPERON DECAYS
XIAO-GANG HE

Institute of Theoretical Science, University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-5203, USA
ABSTRACT
In this talk I discuss CP violation in hyperon decays in Left-Right symmetric
models. I show that the asymmetry in polarization in ! p
 
can be as large
as 6  10
 4
in these models, which is an order of magnitude larger than the
Standard Model prediction.
1. Introduction
Non-leptonic hyperon decay,  ! p
 
, is an interesting process to test CP con-
servation outside the neutral Kaon system.
1{4
The decay amplitude can be written as
M(! p
 
) = S + P~  ~q ; (1)
where ~q is the momentum direction vector of the pion. One particularly interesting CP











), and  is the corresponding quantity for

 decays.





























CP violating phases for the S-wave and P-wave amplitudes with I = 1=2, respectively.
To calculate the weak phases 
s;p
, I will take the approach to use experimentally de-
termined decay amplitudes as CP conserving ones and calculate theoretically the CP
violating ones.













, and also similar measurement for anti- decay.
6
CP asymmetry in these decays
will be measured. The CP asymmetry in polarization in this case is dominated by
A().
7
The expected sensitivity for A() is 10
 4
and eventually will reach 10
 5
. In the





not be tested at the initial stage of the E871 experiment. It is exptremely interesting
to see if A() can be larger in extensions of the SM and can be tested by the E871
experiment. In this talk I will show that in Left-Right symmetric models A() can be
as large as 6 10
 4
and will be tested soon.
8
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2. A() in Left-Right Symmetric Models



















. The eective Hamiltonian H
eff
for non-











In the zero mixing limit, H
SM
reduces to the SM contribution. H
R








mixing and therefore should be proportional to











































































































































































are obtained by exchanging R and L.
H
SM









































). Using the matrix element evaluated in Ref.[3],
the gluon dipole contribution A
G
() (terms proportional to
~



































constrained. From CP conserving hyperon decays,





Experimental limit of j
0

















is small by cancellation,





















The magnitude for A
G
() is also constrained for the same reasons discussed
above. The S-wave contribution to A
G
() is found to be less than 1:3  10
 4
from
experimental limit on 
0
=. However the P-wave contribution is not directly contrained










) and using m
t
= 176 GeV,
one nds that A
G
() can be as large as 6 10
 4
. Such a large A() will be probed by
the E871 experiment.
I thank Professors D. Chang and S. Pakvasa for collaborations for the work
reported here.
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